Docplexus is looking for a seasoned senior-level Backend Developer. This role will have full ownership
and is responsible for end to end implementation of new modules, server and database level
optimisation.
The ideal person should be enthusiastic, innovative and on a look out to do something new and
innovative which gives the best experience to user. If you have an incredible attention to detail and
passion for server backend/optimisation/deployment, you have found the right job.
Candidate will propose new design/architecture; and take ownership of product from design to
deployment. He should be proactive to find out better solution for current product to take product
experience to next level.
The job requires taking independent initiatives and end-to-end familiarity with product development
process and software development lifecycle.
Responsibilities

Building reusable code and libraries for future use

Optimization of the application for maximum speed and scalability

Implementation of security and data protection

Design and implementation of data storage solutions

Creating new modules, design and implementation for flagship features

Stage and Production server deployment

Integration of user-facing elements developed by a front-end developers with server side logic
WHAT YOU GET

Competitive salary

Work for a great startup where you will lead the back-end development efforts

No red tape to get things done

Fast-paced and nimble team

Tremendous room for growth and learning
Joining our highly successful team of entrepreneurs and international investors, you will have a unique
opportunity to advance your career by playing a crucial role in architecting and implementing the mobile
platform for Docplexus. You will engage with best minds in Indian startup ecosystem and scale an app
which will shape the face of Indian healthcare with a very high degree of personal impact.
If this sounds like the right job for you, I would be very happy to learn more about you and explore joint
possibilities of growth.

Desired Skills and Experience
Required
1-4 year(s) of experience with Java/Backend development
Solid understanding of MVC architecture
Basic experience with any MVC frameworks like Play/Spring/Grails/Struts along with
Hibernate/JPA

Strong OOPs fundamentals, Java , XML, JSON, AJAX, Web Services, RDBMS, NoSQL

Experience with NoSQL will be an advantage

Experience in JSON/XML and REST based Web Service based integrations.

Outputting data in different formats

Proficient understanding of code versioning tools, such as Git




Preferred

Basic understanding of front-end technologies and platforms, such as JavaScript/JQuery, HTML5,
and CSS3

Understanding accessibility and security compliance

Management of hosting environment, including database administration and scaling an
application to support load changes

Data migration, transformation, and scripting

Understanding differences between multiple delivery platforms such as mobile vs desktop, and
optimizing output to match the specific platform

Basic knowledge of a back-end programming language Scala

AWS/Azure usage/Performance Optimisation Tools/Build and deployment will be added
advantage

Experience with Agile/Scrum development methodologies

Previous working experience at startups is a plus

Bachelor’s Degree from premiere institutes of India
Docplexus is the largest and Fastest growing Health 2.0 company in India. With 1,50,000+ doctors as
members we are growing by 15000+ members every month. We position ourselves as Quora and
LinkedIn for Indian doctors.
Our Mission – Empowering Doctors
As a company, our mission is to ‘Empower Doctors’ by providing them access to peer advice, expert
opinion, medical guidelines and latest advances in topics of medicine via web and mobile platforms.
Clearly, we are in the midst of an exciting moment for our company and healthcare industry. We have
just started to scratch the surface of endless possibilities. We are in growth phase and we plan to make
Docplexus the next big thing in Indian Startup.

